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WHO WE ARE

Pickle Factory Dance Foundation is a hub for the practice, discourse and
presentation of dance and movement work in Calcutta, housed in spaces
repurposed for the arts. We are a space to think, meet, know, talk, imagine
– dance.
We respond to the lack of spaces and infrastructure in India to develop
and nurture dance and movement work and artists. We work with, for
and through artists, audiences and support systems to imagine our many
possible futures.
Our big dream is a permanent venue in a repurposed space in Calcutta that
transforms our experience of both physical movement and physical space.
This venue will be local, national and international in outlook, participation
and reach, and part of a network of such vital and vibrant arts spaces.
We hope you will join us on this adventure.

THE STORY SO FAR

It’s 2022 and this year Pickle Factory turns 5!
Looking back, we started with a dream to create a permanent venue for
dance, a space that nurtures both movement performers and dancecurious audiences. As artists, ourselves, from diverse backgrounds we
knew we already had the programming, the ideas, the curation. We just
didn’t have the space! And getting such a space is no easy business on very
limited arts resources. So we thought, that’s not going to stop us - why not
start with pop-ups, bring the performers we wanted to bring to Calcutta,
organise the workshops we know need to happen, have those great talks
& exchanges, Let’s create a community, let’s create the curiosity, let’s
build the dream together, so what if the actual venue doesn’t exist yet.
And in 2018 we had our first Season! All performances in 1 repurposed
venue. Each incredible invited artist creating magic and transforming the
space unrecognisably every night. Our first residency resulted in pop-up
street performances in the most unexpected corners of Calcutta - The
fire was lit, we were off - Over that year we went on to present various
programmes with artists from India, the USA, The Philippines, Lithuania,
Switzerland, China and Wales.
2019-20 saw us grow as a company and community, streamline our
programmes, and expand our partners and audiences. The alchemy of
putting artist and repurposed space together so successfully in our season
1 was screaming to be tried again in different and diverse spaces. And so
that year saw a seven-week Season 2, new projects with partners, and
several international collaborations and this time a multitude of diverse
venues - Rooftops, film studios, public streets, gardens, odd shaped
rooms, burnt cinema halls.
2020 - 21 - is etched into everyone’s minds as the difficult year. Well
difficulties also bring opportunities. Locked into our homes our first
tentative forays online were simply reaching out to connect to friends
across the globe through the power of movement. Pretty soon we were
having intense public zoom sessions on the nature of space, community,

need for human interaction and more. Social media and zoom became the
new venues. The community grew and adapted in ways we never dreamt,
they also supported each other through the arts in ways we all profoundly
needed.
2021- 22 - That brings us to this year’s work, which draws from both online
and real life encounters. It’s not enough to simply present amazing work.
Three years of pandemic underlined how much society needs the arts to
survive, and to thrive. For that we need each other.
This was a year of strengthening networks, building bridges and bases
between artists in India, particularly laying the foundation for cooperative
pathways between North-East and East India. We created several points
of entry and sharing of a diverse range of Indian dance and art forms
with the world. We have such depth and richness of variety of art in this
country and International as well as Indian audiences need multiple
opportunities to encounter that! You will read more about these
below. Keep an eye out for the Indian Roadmap - an artists database
for Performance Arts Hub Norway, the curated dance films for
Jomba! South Africa, and the Voices from the South project for
the Edinburgh Festival fringe. And while our projects branch arts
opportunities out further and further to countries across the
globe, our roots remind us of the dream of a permanent dance
& movement hub in Calcutta. And so we shared the question
here, at home, with artists and architects alike - How would
we imagine our Home for Dance ?
As things open up, we imagine further with Season 3
#TakeTheCityKolkata which we envision as an
explosion of local, national and international dance and
movement work, in diverse spaces over a 4 month
period. Each month will have a key focus in curation community - dialogue - practice - and performance
with a wide range of programmes, workshops,
performances and arts encounters for diverse
communities across the city.
We hope you will continue to explore, experience
and examine the arts with us in this, our 5th
year, and for many many years to come.
And now the details . . .

SNAPSHOT 2021 - 2022

INDIA ROADMAP

March to August 2021 (research period)
Creating a one-stop information resource for international & national
artists looking to navigate the Indian dance and theatre scene

Darshan : Do You See What I See?
November 2021 Calcutta
Indian Museum, Painting Gallery
Image: Kritika Dey

Performing Arts Hub, Norway
PF role: Research and Collation
partner:

Creating communities around the arts has always been a focus for Pickle
Factory, and we firmly believe that the arts by their very nature emerge
from and build communities. We live in a country with an astonishingly
diverse range of performing arts expressions. Strangely though, we lack
strong and reliable networks and resources that connect arts practitioners
and organisations across the country, and consequently, institutional
knowledge continues to remain exclusive and inaccessible. Unfortunately,
existing in small silos seems to be the norm in India with different parts
of the country quite disconnected from each other. How does one change
that in organised and valuable ways?
This sense of disconnect deepened during the pandemic as international
arts sectors lost touch with one another. At this moment of crisis, when
the world was in shocked isolation, we received an email from Geir
Lindahl of the Performing Arts Hub Norway (PAHN). Geir approached us to
create an online information resource to forge new connections between
Norway and India: a “roadmap” for Norwegian artists looking to navigate
the Indian dance and theatre scene. These roadmaps are created to find
opportunities for Norwegian artists to travel their work internationally
through performances, workshops, residencies, collaborations, etc. But
we saw this as an opportunity to create a well-researched resource that
is equally useful to Indian artists, something that would address vastly
different contexts, foreground regional arts practices and be a point of
ready reference to forge connections and share resources.

Over 6 months of work, we created an indicative overview of dance and
theatre activity and resources in India. Our three project assistants Ahon Guptoo, Aopala Banerjee and Mihika Miranda - had a series of
conversations with 35 performing arts practitioners from across India to
collect and collate the information. And the final document was written
by Vikram Iyengar along with Project Consultant Sameera Iyengar. It will
soon be freely available online on the PAHN website.
This was the first time we actively built a diverse and diversely catalogued
resource for Indian (and international) artists from scratch. The project
has hugely expanded our knowledge and networks of artists and arts
organisations across the country, putting us in touch with many others
who are doing wonderful work in the performing arts scenario in India.
This fresh role of resource, network builder and connector is something
we will keep building on.

Speakers at India Roadmap, March - August 2021

The resource is divided into four sections:
What to expect in India
A contextual overview of performance in India, how performance works
here, kinds of available spaces, management systems, festivals, support
systems,, practical considerations, a brief list of connectors…
Overviews of selected regions
Bengaluru and Karnataka, Delhi, Kerala, Maharashtra, Manipur, Tamil
Nadu, and West Bengal - relating local history and context to local
performance cultures
Dance and Theatre Resources and Information
An indicative listing organised and cross-referenced - festivals,
producers and presenters, archives, networks, residency opportunities,
etc.
Peer-recommended list of artists
Artists who could be approached to imagine collaborative projects of
different kinds (generated through a chain of artist-recommendations
VI

“NORWAY IS A TINY, TINY COUNTRY - WE ARE 5 MILLION PEOPLE. THE OBJECTIVE
WITH MAKING THESE MAPS IS TO MAKE IT AVAILABLE FOR EVERYONE - OPEN UP.
BUT IT ACTUALLY JUST STARTED OFF AS SOMETHING TO HAVE A CONVERSATION
ABOUT - AND IT’S GROWN SO MUCH! IT’S LEARNING ON BOTH SIDES, AND THAT
MAKES IT EVEN MORE EXCITING.”

Geir Lindahl, arts consultant, performing arts hub norway

Speakers at India Roadmap, March - August 2021

DANCE APPRECIATION
WORKSHOP II

10 to 13 June, 2021
7:30pm to 9:00pm
Learning to watch and critically
respond to dance together
PF role: Curator & Facilitator
We conducted our first ever Dance
Appreciation Workshop two years ago,
with the intention of making the world of
dance and movement practice more accessible to audiences
- by providing new lenses and vocabulary through which to view
the world of dance.
Led by Kathakali Jana - dance critic & writer - the workshop journeyed
through video clips of seminal dance works from around the world, rich
discussions amongst the participants on their thoughts and feelings,
ending with a critical review composed by them which factored in all the
concepts they were introduced to.

What we achieved in addition to making dance and movement
more accessible to new audiences, was creating a new ‘dance-curious’
community, comprising not just dancers but also people uninitiated in
the world of movement.
JC

Participants at Dance Appreciation Workshop II, June 2021

Poster: Dance Appreciation
Workshop II by Saloni Agarwal
and Teesta Brahma, June 2021

PROUD VOICES
30 June & 31 July, 2021
Conversations around gender, sexuality and performing queerness
PF role: Curator & Facilitator

With the world still unsafe to house physical gatherings and performances,
the silence of creative voices and energies was deafening.
This moment of pause compelled us to reflect on what it was that we
missed so deeply. The answer wasn’t difficult to find. The deep void we
felt was the shared, lived and felt experience of the arts, both as spaces of
dialogue and performance.
We therefore decided to animate the stillness around us with P R O U D .
V O I C E S - a curated series of exchanges around queer movement practices
and their intersections with society. P R O U D . V O I C E S engages in
dialogue through the lens of the performing body and celebrates humanity
in all its hues, rhythms & dimensions by making this a safe space, where
you are heard and seen and felt.
The first session between dancers Ranjana Dave and Manjari Kaul, focused
on what it meant to perform ‘queer work’, representations of it and how
those in turn could move beyond narratives of pain and trauma.
The second session highlighted the work of three queer dance artists
from the Indian diaspora, recommended by Dr Priya Srinivasan from
Melbourne. We featured autobiographical & metaphorical works by
Shriraam Theiventhiran, Sooraj Subramaniam and Raina Peterson,
exploring questions of identity and becoming.
KD

I m / MATERIAL

Logo: I m/ Material
for JOMBA 2021
by Teesta Brahma,
August - September 2021

24 August to 5 September, 2021
A selection of dance films from India
for JOMBA 2021
4 September, 2021
10:30 pm IST [Digital Premier]
5 September, 2021
6:30pm IST [Panel discussion]
JOMBA! Contemporary Dance Experience Festival
PF role: Curator & Collaborator
partner:

Screengrab of Vikram Iyengar and
Kunal Chakraborty in conversation
with Dr. Lliane Loots, JOMBA 2021,
August - September 2021

Though movement and dance has existed for ages and made inroads into
our cultural and social sphere, cinema is a relatively new phenomenon
to have happened to the art world. And as is art’s wont, these two
forms merged to and thus were birthed dance films or screen dances.
This nomenclature, however contentious as it may be - has evolved in
the West over the last few decades, India however hasn’t seen a similar
level of involvement with the form. So when Dr. Lliane Loots, Artistic
Director and Curator of JOMBA! Contemporary Dance Experience,
Durban approached Pickle Factory to curate an Indian Dance Film series
that features dance and movement works by Indian dance makers for the
Jomba Digital Festival 2021, we didn’t think twice. Particularly at a time
when performers and dancers -grappling to come to terms with the ‘new
normal’, one devoid of a live physical audience- have started taking baby
steps in the screen space, creating, in the process, works that don’t limit
themselves to geographical borders.
Treading carefully, we chose to interrogate the emergence of the new
form and what it means in the Indian context, within ourselves first. We
therefore sifted through films made in the past decade by dancers or
performers, increasing our exposure and awareness of the form as we
went along. And that opened up a treasure trove for us.
The curation, named I m / Material, finally had work from a range of

locations - Chennai, Manipur, West Bengal, Punjab, Delhi, etc. Most of these
films being made on shoestring budgets, brought out a varied range of
emotions in a medium quite new to the makers while raising very pertinent
questions. The selected films were live for 72 hours on JOMBA!’s youtube
channel for the viewers and was followed by a conversation between Dr.
Lliane Loots and curators - Vikram Iyengar and Kunal Chakraborty.
Within the larger festival frame of Border Crossings, what does the
idea of ‘border’ mean in a country like India where dividing lines can
be both rigid and inherently amorphous. Our notions of borders are
shifting constantly - geographical, cultural, emotional, religious,
social, political, urban, rural… How does one cross borders that
are never static? How does one inhabit and move between different
times, sensibilities and contexts, and still be part of one larger fabric?
KC

Still from And Indeed There Will Be Time
Conceptualiser/Choreographer
Preethi Athreya
Filmmaker
Sharan Devkar Shankar

Still from Underline
Film by Frédéric Lombard and Surjit Nongmeikapam

Still from This Weight
is not Mine
Choreographer
Niharika Senapati
Filmmaker
Pippa Samaya

Still from Home,
Suspended
Choreographer &
Director
Nikita Maheshwary

Still from Fall: Love
and Longing
Film by Gia Singh
Arora
Choreographer
Gia Singh Arora and
Mukta Nagpal

DANCE APPRECIATION
WORKSHOP III
14 to 19 September, 2021
7:30pm to 9:00pm
Learning to watch and critically respond
to dance together
PF role: Curator & Collaborator
The first two editions of the Dance Appreciation Workshop had already set
a rich discursive stage and a dance-curious community to exchange new
lenses with which to view the dancing body.

Participants at Dance
Appreciation Workshop III,
September 2021

For the third edition -held from 14.09.2021 & 21.09.2021 - we mixed
things up and brought in delicious interdisciplinary elements. Apart
from the facilitator, Kathakali Jana, we also had Prof. Urmimala Sarkar
Munsi (Dance Studies & Performance Research
Methodology, the School of Arts and Aesthetics,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi) and
Diya Naidu (Choreographer, Dancer, Performer,
Facilitator, Arts and Culture organiser based
in Bangalore. She also directs a collective of
independent dancers called the Citizens of Stage
Co Lab which aims to make the dance ecology
more sustainable by making dance relevant to
the community). While Prof. Munsi spoke about
Voyeurism and Male Gaze in Classical Dances, Diya chose to take up
Improvisation and Spontaneity in contemporary dance.
A great takeaway for us this time round, were the fascinating mix of
participants that attended the workshop.Apart from the usual suspects
-academics, aspiring writers and dancers-performers who were the
majority- we also saw fresh faces (from the completely uninitiated to
young graphic designers to someone from a traditional Devadasi family in
Tamil Nadu!) who approached the world of dance through their individual
backgrounds and lenses of aesthetics
JC

Poster: Dance Appreciation
Workshop II by Saloni
Agarwal and Teesta
Brahma, June 2021

CRO|PAN
11 to 13 November, 2022
An India-Wales project - connecting
communities through temporary
artistic structures
Marc Rees and team
supported by: British Council & Wales
Arts International, Arts Council
Wales and Taliesin Arts Centre, Swansea
partner:

CRO|PAN Logo by Marc Rees,
November 2022

PF role: Digital Immersion, Coordination & Curation
through 4 phases of collaboration

CRO|PAN is an ongoing project over several phases in partnership with
Marc Rees of Wales. It investigates the connection of arts and community
through temporary physical structures with a special focus on rooted
histories, socio-cultural mores and future environmental concerns.
The connecting point - The Cromen structure created by Marc in
Taliesen, Wales and the raw bamboo structures created during Durga
puja in Kolkata, India
This collaboration was started as part of the Connections Through
Culture: India-Wales grant scheme by the British Council supported
by Wales Arts International and Arts Council Wales to develop crosscultural creative collaborations. It will see its next phase in the National
Eisteddfod Wales thanks to the support of Taliesin Arts Centre in
Swansea.

Tala Park Barowari, Kolkata by Dana Roy, November 2022

Top: Cromen structure, Tregaron, Wales by Marc Rees, November 2022
Below: Dancers Eddie Ladd and Elan Elidyr Davies, Tregaron, Wales, Image by Simon Clode

2021 CRO|PAN
Phase 1 India : R&D Digital Immersion into Durga Puja
Pickle Factory team members Dana Roy and Kunal Chakraborty had
a jam packed yet invigorating time documenting over 80 pandals
across the city. Along the way they took interviews with several pandal
committee members, artist/designers, skilled labourers with various
specialisations, police, pandal hoppers, puchka-walas and more. The
idea was to give Marc and the artists in Wales a taste of Durga Puja,
at the same time investigate for ourselves the impact such temporary
artistic structures have on the community and the city. We had many
points of inquiry: What is it that draws so many diverse people together
so tightly in this festival of art and light celebrating the Goddess Durga?

Phase 2 Wales : Field Study - Marc Rees & team (Dancers: Eddie Ladd
& Elan Elidyr Davies, Videographer: Simon Clode, Creative Producer:
Isabel Griffin)
Having moved the Cromen structure to Tregaron, the team’s research
and development phase saw the dancers respond to the digital
immersions from Kolkata. They physically investigated these impulses
in and around the Cromen structure - and found many resonances: from
the organic structure to agrarian themes, both in the pandals of Calcutta
and the farmlands of Tregaron. They also responded to mudras sent
by Odissi dancer Monami Nandy, by using the Celtic Ogham alphabet
in the dancer’s hands. (Ogham is a system of symbols based on the
importance of varying trees, signifying the synergy with the natural world
and underscoring the need to return to that harmonious relationship with
nature that was once experienced)

coming up

2022 - CRO|PAN(orama)
Phase 3 : A Willow grove has been planted in Tregaron, in response to
the bamboo used in puja pandal structures. A willow sculpture (made
by artist Michelle Cain) and the Cromen structure will be part of the
National Eisteddfod Festival Wales in August. Vikram Iyengar of Pickle
Factory will travel to Wales to work with Marc during this period. As
well as acting as a nearby cultural pilgrimage site, it will also host
classrooms, workshops, performances and dialogues rooted in how
creativity can counterpoint and combat the climate crisis to inform new
practice and imagined possible futures.

Phase 4: Marc Rees will travel to India to work with the Behala Natun Dal
puja committee & community. The Cromen structure will be recreated
inside the raw bamboo structure of a pandal. The site would become a
curated space of reflection for the larger Calcutta community.
The lineup of events will feature Paramita Saha’s Detritus which will
investigate organic waste and climate concerns. The audience is invited
into the piece at a critical point, as stakeholders in this problem and
therefore its solution.
#TakeTheCityKolkata - Pickle Factory Season 3 has various events
planned within this structure, curated with a view to stir questions such
as: What happens to us within this artistic structure that affects us and
therefore affects the spirit of a city for decades beyond? What can we
imagine for the future of the city?
For more on our plans for Pickle Factory Season 3 (November 2022 to
February 2023), check out the ‘Into the Future’ section towards the end
of this report.

Phase 1 | India

Durga Puja in a house, Kolkata by Kunal Chakraborty, November 2022

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF DURGA PUJA IN KOLKATA AND BEYOND IS
UNDENIABLY IMPORTANT. SOCIO-CULTURALLY IT IS THE ONE TIME OF THE YEAR
WHEN FRIENDS AND FAMILIES AND NEIGHBOURS COME TOGETHER. THE PARA
CULTURE, WHICH IS FAST DIMINISHING, IS FELT EVEN MORE. I ALSO FEEL THAT
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE AND CRAFTSMANSHIP THAT IS ON DISPLAY AT
PUJO PANDALS HAS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN FUELLING OUR CREATIVE ABILITIES
THROUGH THE YEAR AND WE PROBABLY DON’T REALISE THE EFFECT IT HAS
ON US SUBCONSCIOUSLY. THE ONLY NEGATIVE ASPECT OF DURGA PUJA IS
PROBABLY THE EFFECT IT HAS ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND THOUGH IT HAS
IMPROVED OVER THE YEARS, IT STILL NEEDS A LOT OF THOUGHT.

Soumi Chatterji | Student and I practically inhale all forms of art

SOME PANDALS STAY IN MY MIND FOR MANY YEARS PROBABLY BECAUSE OF
THE KIND OF IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE IT OFFERS AS WE ENTER THE SPACE. KIND
OF TRANSFORMATIVE AND ALSO QUITE POWERFUL BECAUSE WE KNOW IT’S
EPHEMERAL.
I THINK IT’S DIFFICULT TO ASSESS THIS HAVING SEEN THE CITY TRANSFORM
EVERY YEAR FROM UP CLOSE. THE POSITIVE ECONOMIC IMPACT IS UNDENIABLE.
AND EVEN ARTISTICALLY I THINK IT’S QUITE EXTRAORDINARY THAT PEOPLE
(EVEN IF NOT ACTIVELY) WAIT FOR THIS PHASE WHEN MUCH OF THE RATIONAL
LOGIC THAT GOVERNS OUR CITIES GO FOR A TOSS. DEFINITELY HAS AN IMPACT
IN TERMS OF FEELING REFRESHED AFTER GETTING SO MUCH STIMULUS ALL
AROUND US. WHEN WE WERE YOUNGER, WE USED TO LIVE IN A PARA WHICH
HAD THE USUAL, SLIGHTLY LOW KEY PUJA EVERY YEAR. OUR CRICKET PITCH
WAS BASICALLY AN INTERSECTION OF TWO ROADS, SO WITH THE PANDAL
COMING UP, WE’D HAVE TO ACCOMMODATE THAT AND PLAY ALONG A SINGLE
LANE. THERE WAS ALSO SOME IRONIC RIVALRY WITH NEIGHBOURING PANDALS.
I REMEMBER WE WOULD SOMETIMES GO TO THE BABU BAGAN PANDAL (WHICH
WAS A CROWD PULLER COMPARED TO THE INCIDENTAL APPEAL OF OURS
- SELIMPUR CLUB - WHICH WAS SANDWICHED BETWEEN BABU BAGAN AND
SELIMPUR PALLY), AND ASK THE ORGANISERS, ‘DADA, WHICH WAY IS BABU
BAGAN?’ AND THEY WOULD BE LIKE ‘THIS IS BABU BAGAN.’ AT WHICH WE’D
ACT DISAPPOINTED AFTER HAVING HEARD SO MUCH ABOUT IT BEFORE. IT WAS
PETTY, I KNOW, BUT WE FOUND IT HILARIOUS AT THE TIME.

Sujaan Mukherjee | Education & Outreach, DAG Museum | Loves cycling
around the city — DR

HOME FOR DANCE

Re-imagining forgotten spaces in
Calcutta as thriving centres of art,
culture and movement practice
residency:

September to December,

2021
3 to 18 December, 2021
10:30am to 6:30pm
exhibition:

Goethe-Institut / Max
Mueller Bhavan, Kolkata
PF role: Curator, Presenter & Facilitator
partner:

Home for Dance, December 2021, Calcutta, Goethe - Institut,
Max-Mueller Bhavan Kolkata, Image: Kunal Chakraborty

When does a city become a home?
When does a space become your own?
Pickle Factory was born with the hope of infusing the city with artistic
performances in repurposed spaces for the arts and changing its
relationship to dance and movement practice. By making the art form,
its creative processes and the vocabulary of movement more accessible
to audiences, we wanted the city’s audiences to participate in spaces of
performance and critical dialogue around dance and movement, ultimately
finding a permanent venue in Calcutta.
Building on this idea of a home for dance, we thought about aspects that
contribute to the feeling of safety, succour and refuge in such a space:

What are the elements that form a venue for dance
but retain the spirit of a home?
		

What makes it a home?

			

A home for whom?

				Who is welcome?
					

Who is not welcome?

This quest for belonging and permanence took shape in our residency and
exhibition titled a Home for Dance, which hoped to widen the conversation
around building a permanent venue for dance and movement in Calcutta:
by involving a plurality of dreams and ideas as well as emphasising the
often overlooked aspects like texture, design and feel while creating such
a space.
What is the relationship between movement and architecture?
How do you bring the two together?
For any conversation to form around art, artists must set the tone. We
therefore thought it crucial to involve dancers in the conversation from
the very beginning, asking them key questions around how they envisaged
such a space and looking to them to highlight the stages in a dancer’s
process -from what it entails to what it requires.
What is needed for the art and artist to belong?
This led to us inviting applications from numerous pairs of dancers and
designers / architects based in Calcutta, to present their visions of a home
for dance.
Each pair was asked to pick an architecturally interesting Calcutta building
and imagine how that space could be repurposed as a dance venue. What
are the elements they would like to see in such a space? How would they
design it to support performers and audiences needs? How would it be
possible to make such a space sustainable?
The three chosen pairs of dancers & designers were:
Abanti Bannerjee (Researcher & Performer) & Upasana Das
(Researcher, Visual Artist & Playwright)
Chosen location: Nehru Children’s Museum
Exhibit name: The Tunnel of body-hood in the making (Echoes of voices
unheard will assist you through your reflections and ultimate projections)
Paramita Saha (Performer, Curator & Arts Manager) & Swarup Dutta
(Art & Design Practitioner)
Chosen location: Thonthonia Thakurbati
Exhibit name: Reimagining the Thonthonia Thakurbati
Sayantan Maitra (Curator, Artist & Collaborative Artist) & Monami Nandy
(Indian Classical Dancer)
Chosen location: Pei Mei School, Tangra
Exhibit name: Of dust and clay…
Our journey of the Home for Dance residency began in September, 2021,
when these three pairs of dancers & designers came together to re-

Posters: Home for Dance Exhibition by Saloni Agarwal and
Teesta Brahma, December 2021

imagine forgotten variously textured spaces in Calcutta as thriving centres
of art, culture and movement practice.
The pairs were guided through the residency period by Mentors and
Resource Guides from India and Germany. And it culminated in an
exhibition with physical, audio and video installations.
The exhibition showcased creative installations by three pairs of resident
artists, keeping in mind sustainability, surrounding neighbourhood impact,
community & nurturing audiences for performances in unusual artistic
spaces.
The overall immersive experience was enhanced with performance
interventions, films screenings, guided walk-thoughs of the exhibits by
the three resident artist pairs, a community contributed ideas exhibit and
addas held with members of the public

Footfall:
over 185 people in 14 days

Poster: Home for Dance Exhibition by Saloni
Agarwal and Teesta Brahma, December 2021

Visitors:
People ranging from various fields like activism, academia, film,
visual art, literature, science, finance, photography, dance, journalism,
medicine and more
People from all walks of life - students, scholars, researchers, Arts
Managers, Musicians, Filmmakers, Academicians, Artists & moreattended the exhibition.

Generated conversation & feedback on the topic
The exhibition was very successful in generating conversations around
repurposing spaces, art, culture & movement practice from various
demographics, other than the movement community. With social media
posts reaching over 50K audiences, news of the exhibition reached far
and wide
Expanded Pickle Factory’s circles of engaged community members which
continues into our other projects
Brought the idea of a home for dance into a discursive sphere that it did
not earlier occupy

“...I WAS EXPECTING TO SEE PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPACES IN CALCUTTA HUNG
ON THE WALL, LIKE IN A GALLERY. I WAS EXPECTING TO SEE AN EXHIBITION IN
ITS MOST USUAL SENSE. BUT TO COME AND BE PART OF SUCH AN IMMERSIVE &
ENGAGING CURATED EXPERIENCE WAS A VERY PLEASANT SURPRISE.”

Dr. Moumita Dasgupta
Physicist & Professor

The process of arriving at the final resident artist pairs & their topics of
investigation was extremely fulfilling in and of itself, because it introduced
us to very different demographics of people and communities, who we
may not have ordinarily come across. The community of architects, urban
planners & visual designers that we came to know over the course of the
residency was a revelation in how passionate they were in keeping the
architectural & cultural sensibilities of Calcutta alive.
What we realised soon after the exhibition opened, was how starved the
city’s residents were for physical gatherings around art and culture.
Especially an immersive experience such as ours with dance interventions,
addas & experiential installations. Equally, how readily they seemed to back
Pickle Factory’s dream of a permanent venue to house dance & cultural
activities. The levels of interest & enquiries we saw and the relationships
built were truly profound & gratifying.
This we hope will be one more step towards sharing our dream of a
permanent venue in Calcutta.
Lastly, the experience of working together as a team is what
we had been missing in the many months of forced isolation
because of the pandemic and underlined our commitment
to bring this vibe into Pickle Factory’s permanent venue.

Home for Dance, December 2021, Calcutta, Goethe - Institut,
Max-Mueller Bhavan Kolkata, Images: Kunal Chakraborty

CITY AS A MUSEUM
World Heritage Week

21 November, 2021
1:00pm to 4:30pm
Re-thinking spaces: re-imagining heritage spaces as sites of
performance, practice & engagement
Ghare Baire, Kolkata, DAG
PF role: Facilitator
partner:

As spaces in the city began cautiously opening their doors, we realised
how deep our yearning was to revisit Calcutta and its familiar textures,
architecture and audiences indulging in the arts, a city Pickle Factory has
always drawn its inspiration from.
Since we launched 5 years ago, our programmes have been housed in
spaces repurposed for the arts - always asking both artists and audiences
to imagine with us, what and where a performance space could be.
Therefore, when Ghaire Baire, DAG Museums approached us to celebrate
Heritage Week (November 19-25, 2021) by participating in their 10-day
long festival celebrating art and heritage titled ‘The City as Museum’, we
couldn’t have been happier.
DAG and Pickle Factory chose the imposing Victoria Memorial as the
heritage space to conduct a workshop on ‘Re-thinking spaces, re-imagining
heritage spaces as sites of performance, practice & engagement’.
Around 15 lively participants attended the workshop conducted by Vikram
Iyengar and co-conducted by Sumona Chakraborty and Sujaan Mukherjee.
Participants were asked to feel the weight and history of the monument,
mapping together words they associated with their individual memories
and the monument’s colonial legacy, finally weaving them into sitespecific performances and interventions devised live, in the location.
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Left: Victoria Memorial,
City as a Museum,
Image by Kritika Dey,
November 2021
Right: Discussion
facilitated by Sumona,
Image by Kritika Dey,
November 2021

DARSHAN: DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?

27 November, 2021
4:30pm
Indian Museum, Calcutta
A platform for artists to share questions
and concerns about their practice
through performance
Ghare Baire,
DAG Museums, Kolkata
PF role: Curator & Collaborator
partner:

Pickle Factory believes in partnering with individuals and organisations
to build and nurture a larger community of creatively inclined, critically
engaged individuals. Dancers and audiences alike, who don’t shy away
from asking analytical questions of artists and their art.
Our longstanding partnership with DAG museums saw another event
coming to life in the series Spaces for Critical Practice, with young
and upcoming Bharatanatyam dancer Sourami Mukherjee showcasing
a 30 minute performance titled Darshan: Do You See What I See? in the
unusual corridors of the Bengal Gallery at the Indian Museum, Kolkata. An
elegant piece, Darshan engaged with the apparent and the illusive, reality
and falsehood. Through margams and mudras animating the form, the
content was inspired by Indian folklore, Tagore’s literature and Plato’s
‘Allegory of the Cave’.
The presentation ended with a Q&A session moderated by Madhuja
Mukherjee (Madhuja teaches Film Studies at Jadavpur University,
Calcutta. She extends her research into art-practice, curatorial-work and
filmmaking) where Sourami spoke about the importance of questioning a
rigid adherence to codification in classical dance and the need to bring a
scientific temperament (Sourami is a Chemistry graduate!) into the arts.
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Poster Darshan: Do You See What
I See? by Teesta Brahma

Darshan: Do You See What I See?,
Sourami Mukherjee, Kolkata
Spaces For Critical Practice,
December 2021, Calcutta,
Indian Museum, Kolkata.
Images: Kunal Chakraborty

VOICES FROM THE SOUTH
January, 2022 to November, 2023
Creating opportunities for Indian artists to present digital work at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe and have access to an international network of
performers
Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society, Scotland
collaborators: MITsp (Brazil), Pickle Factory Dance Foundation (India),
La Teatreria (Mexico), and The Baxter Theatre (South Africa), Magnetic
North (Scotland)
PF role: India Consultants, Curators, Enablers
partner:

Across the world, when one thinks of India, one thinks of colours and
cultures. But while we may live in this country, we perhaps see, hear
and appreciate only slices of the diversity and complexity of societies
and cultures that make up India’s tapestry. Socio-cultural divisions are
deeply ingrained here, and many communities remain marginalised and
under-resourced. Artists create and carry the expressions of all societies
– yet many of them do not get heard. Internationally, too, representation
of Indian artists (performing artists in particular) is nowhere near what it
should be: and what there is presents a very limited (often cliched) picture
of the myriad voices that make up our country. Who gets to speak for India
on international stages? Indeed, whose ‘Incredible India’ do the colourful
tourist brochures talk about?
At Pickle Factory we have become more and more aware about
this inequality of opportunities and access for artists from different
backgrounds. So when the Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society reached
out to us to facilitate an India Showcase of five new performance pieces

Banner: Voices from the South by Vikram Iyengar, January 2021

every year on the Fringe digital platform, we saw it as an opportunity to
pluralise, challenge and subvert what is usually presented as Indian work
on international stages. Voices from the South is a digital showcase of
performance work to be presented at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe cocreated and delivered with partners from Scotland, Brazil, India, Mexico
and South Africa. The project aims to make the Fringe platform accessible
to artists from regions that are usually underrepresented at the festival
due to the lack of local support systems. The international partners
had in-depth discussions and debates about what a digital showcase of
performance work from these four countries of the global south could
look and feel like for an international audience, as well as what worth it
could have for artists from these regions.
As India partner, Pickle Factory’s role is to facilitate the curation,
contextualisation, and presentation of five new performance pieces from
India every year on the Fringe digital platform. Our aim is to facilitate
and enable fresh conversations and collaborations with a range of Indian
artists, and change the perceptions and expectations of what and who is
usually represented and presented internationally as voices from India.
We tried to design our selection process to really widen our reach and
make it truly accessible; from the many methods of application to the
very diverse members of the selection committee. Any performance
maker from anywhere in India can apply for this opportunity. Support
includes funding for a period of 18-20 months, regular opportunities for
international engagement, and connections to international presenters
attending the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.
Over a hundred applications came in from across India in response to the
first call. Our selection committee, made up of Indian and international
representatives of very diverse backgrounds, selected five works to support,
after an exhaustive process of meetings, shortlists and candidate interviews.
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Selected Artists

RIVER FESTIVAL
17 February, 2022
8am – 8:30am
Pop-up dance performance at Champatala Ghat as part of the River
Festival celebrating the city’s culture along the banks of the river
Kult X
PF role: Curator & Collaborator
partner:

This last year saw Pickle Factory activating myriad spaces in the city and
reimagining how an infusion of creative energies could revitalise it, and this
time we trained our sights on the mighty River Ganga that flows through
the city, flanked by beautiful and expansive ghats.
Kult X organised a 3 day River Festival which was a series of short pop-up
performances at Champatala & Ahiritola Ghats. Pickle Factory was asked
to imagine Day 1 at Champatala Ghat by bringing in a performative element
that lent it a new dimension and experience.
For the first day, Bharatnatyam artist Guru Rajdeep Banerjee and
his troupe ‘Parampara’ performed a contemporised neo-classical
form of the dance as an invocation to the River Ganga. The second day
witnessed a blend of Baul music, Kabir’s songs and folk music by the
duo, Shayan Sinha & Amit Kumar Dey. The next day was a street theatre
performance at Ahiritola Launch Ghat titled ‘Chandu ban gya gentleman’
directed by Harsh Sharma and performed by Mridang Theatre Group.
The festival culminated with a film screening called ‘The Dying Ghats
of Calcutta’ by Poulomee & Atreyee followed by a panel discussion.
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Dance presentation by Rajdeep Banerjee and his team
Parampara, Kolkata River Festival, February 2022, Calcutta,
Champatola Ghat, Kolkata, Images: Kunal Chakraborty

GATHERING TOWARDS THE FUTURE
18 to 24 February, 2022
A project imagined by four collaborators with a commitment to
developing dance support structures and exchanges, locally &
internationally
Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia (New Delhi)
collaborators: Nachom Arts Foundation (Imphal); Brahmaputra Cultural
Foundation (Jorhat); cie Nicole Seiler (Lausanne)
PF role: Ideator, Facilitator, Enabler
partner:

The performing arts is an area premised on people coming together:
artists working together to create art, audiences coming together with
artists to witness and enjoy that creativity in the moment of its making. This
is a fundamental difference from realms like visual art, film and literature
where artists and audiences need not be in the same space at the same
time. The pandemic changed all that, and sent us scurrying online to
discover new digital worlds and experiences. But that cannot replace the
magic of experiencing something together live. At Pickle Factory, we have
been thinking a lot about new ways of collaborating with artists nationally
and internationally, and fresh and fair approaches to intercultural work.
What are the new models we must evolve that serve the artists first and
foremost, what factors should we consider to ensure the most equitable
relationships and connections, what can we propose as alternatives to
formats that currently exist?
Speaking to dance artists from very different contexts - Nicole Seiler
from Lausanne, Surjit Nongmeikapam and Nachom Arts Foundation from
Imphal, Shilpika Bordoloi and Brahmaputra Cultural Foundation from
Jorhat - we realised that our very different and unique local experiences
and knowledge were key to making intercultural projects deeply
meaningful to both the artists involved and to the arts sector in general.
Conversations and exchanges need to happen on artists’ terms. So when
Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia serendipitously began a conversation with
us to imagine valuable connections between east / north-east India and
Switzerland, we brought all these threads and people together for a 3-day
gathering in Calcutta in February 2022.

Each partner led a session detailing out our individual contexts, the
challenges we faced, how we worked, and how we would like to work
between cultures. Through conversations, presentations, games, exercises
- along with plenty of wonderful food from the multiple cuisines of Calcutta
rustled up by our wonderful host venue Calcutta Bungalow - we identified
various points where we came together, and even more where there was
a diversity of perspectives. Out of this intensive experience, we are in the
early stages of planning a chain of immersive location-specific residencies
in Lausanne, Manipur and Assam: residencies that will address issues of
artistic practice, intercultural exchange, capacity building, education and
pedagogy from various viewpoints and contexts. Each of these residencies
will be designed by artists for artists and anyone else who cares to join. We
hope these can propose alternative, valuable and artist-led ways of looking
at true and equal intercultural relationships that can then be built on.
VI

Group photo of all of us! Image by Wasim, February 2022

INTO THE FUTURE

12 July, 2022
5th Birthday Anniversary
As you read these lines . . . we’ve completed yet another revolution around
the sun! Yes, we turn 5! And we couldn’t have done it without you.
Through 5 years of Connecting, Curating and Creating opportunities, 2
Seasons packed, full of Workshops, Conversations, Residencies, Performances - Classical, Contemporary, Circus and more, and having weathered close to 3 years of a pandemic, consequently adapting to the move
online to build and strengthen artist networks and connection points
across India and the globe - It’s been quite a ride.
We are humbled and grateful to be still standing and growing through the
toughest years the arts sector has seen. Part of it is our sheer stubbornness, will power and passion to hold on, but a very large part has been because of your kindness, your support and your belief in Pickle Factory and
that thoughtful spaces for the arts must exist and must eventually thrive.
Thank you for being part of our journey.
We will host a small celebration, in honour of our family -partners, friends,
well-wishers, artists, facilitators - and other animals. The day will also see
the launch of #TakeTheCity – Pickle Factory’s Season 3.

Pickle Factory Season 3
November 2022 to February 2023

Pickle Factory announces its signature programmes with Season 3:
#TakeTheCity - an explosion of dance and movement work in Calcutta’s
spaces and imagination.
Encounter dance on streets, in residences, in workspaces, by the river, at
monuments, in gardens, in old buildings, in construction sites… - everywhere and in every way possible!
Performances, workshops, residencies, films, exhibitions, conversations,
conferences, community interventions, and more – featuring artists and
guests from India and abroad.
Let’s dance
Let’s #TakeTheCity
After three pandemic interrupted years, we mark our return to presenting
live performances and gatherings.
The theme of the Season reflects this need to re-enter spaces and bring
people together for arts and community experiences. How can we, do we,
Take The City – its spaces, its imaginations, its people, its sociocultural
histories – responding to, reflecting and rethinking the ethos and spirit of
Calcutta?
Each month of the Season responds to this provocation differently, with
public-facing programmes coalescing around a focused 4-5 days stretch
in different city locations.
- November 2022: Spaces for Community
How do artists and their practice claim and create temporary spaces for
community experiences, sharing and growth?

- December 2022: Spaces for Dialogue
How do artists and their practices claim and create spaces of dialogue,
raise questions about how we live, inspire new thinking and responses?
- January 2023: Spaces for Practice
How do artists and their practices claim and create spaces for artistic process, discovery, training, and making?
- February 2023: Spaces for Performance
How do artists and their practices claim and create spaces and neighbourhoods to encounter, enjoy and engage with performance in all the above
ways and more!
Now imagine if there was a space that housed all this excitingly diverse
activity, thought, discovery, and enjoyment every day of the year. Imagine
a home for dance the Pickle Factory way. Imagine a permanent venue that
will #TakeTheCity!

Mural of Durga on a wall in North Calcutta
Images: Kunal Chakraborty

OUR EXTENDED AND
EXTENSIVE FAMILY, 2021-22

artists presented in performance

panelists and discussants

Abanti Bannerjee
Monami Nandy
Paramita Saha
Rajdeep Bannerjee
Sayantan Maitra
Sourami Mukherjee
Swarup Dutta
Upasana Das
Parampara troupe of performers

Anubha Fatehpuria
Christophe Knoch
Iftekhar Ahsan
Mandeep Raikhy
Manjari Kaul
Priya Srinivasan
Ranjana Dave
Saskia Oidtmann

community responses
participants in pickle
factory workshops

Adrija Chakrabarti
Adrijja Saha
Ananya Dasgupta
Arunima Sengupta
Arunima Sengupta
Chabungbam Babina Devi
Joyita Pal
Kunal Bayan
Moomal Majee
Mrinalini Menon
Mushtari Afroz
Nandita Mondal
Payel Dasgupta
Rohee Uberoi
Sangram Mukhopadhay
Sanyukta Mitra
Sayantanee Banerjee
Shruti Chakraborty
Sneha Anandan
Srijaini Ghosh
Srimayee Chatterjee
Sukanya Das
Tanushree Chatterjee
Tushti

Anita Ratnam
Anjum Katyal
Anurupa Roy
Arundhati Nag
Deepak Shivaswamy
Jayachandran Palazhy
Kesavan Namboodiri
Mandeep Raikhy
Mangai A
Menaka Rodriguez
Neel Chaudhuri
Nimmy Raphel
Praveen
Preethi Athreya
Ranjana Dave
Rashmi Dhanwani
Ruchira Das
Rustam Bharucha
Sadanand Menon
Sameera Iyengar
Sandbox Collective
Sanjukta Wagh
Shaili Sathyu
Sharvari Sastry
Shilpika Bordoloi
Sudhanva Deshpande

Sunil Shanbag
Surjit Nongmeikapam
Titas Dutta
Toral Shah
Trina Neelina Banerjee
Vikram Iyengar

countries represented

Australia
Norway
Scotland
South Africa
Switzerland
Wales

curators and facilitators

Anubha Fatehpuria
Christophe Knoch
Iftekhar Ahsan
Madhuja Mukherjee
Mandeep Raikhy
Saskia Oidtmann

pickle factory core team

Dana Roy
Jayati Chakraborty
Kritika Dey
Kunal Chakraborty
Vikram Iyengar
pickle factory interns

producing and presenting partners

Arts Council Wales
Brahmaputra Cultural Foundation
British Council & Wales Arts
International,
Cie Nicole Seiler
Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society,
Scotland
Ghare Baire, Kolkata, DAG
Goethe-Institut / Max Mueller
Bhavan, Kolkata
Indian Museum, Calcutta
JOMBA! Contemporary Dance
Experience Festival
Kult X
La Teatreria
Magnetic North (Scotland)
Marc Rees and team
MITsp
Nachom Arts Foundation
Performing Arts Hub, Norway
Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia
(New Delhi)
Taliesin Arts Centre, Swansea
The Baxter Theatre

Saloni Agarwal
Teesta Brahma
pickle factory project

- home for dance
Sangram Mukhopahyay
Atmajit Mukherjee
assistants

pickle factory research

- india roadmap
Aopala Bannerjee
Ahon Guptoo
Mihika Miranda
assistants

pickle factory project associates

Aopala Bannerjee
Rebecca Johns
Sangram Mukhopahyay
Sohini Banerjee
Srestha Das Choudhury

LEGAL AND FINANCIAL

Company Details
Pickle Factory Dance Foundation, Calcutta is a not-for-profit company
registered under Section 8 of The Companies Act, 2013. The company
was incorporated on 12 July 2017. The company directors are Vikram
Iyengar and Ruchira Das.

Financial Highlights
Our financial performance for the year under review
Particulars

Year ended 31 March 2021
(amount in Rupees)

Year ended 31 March
2020 (amount in Rupees)

Turnover

3,76,045.00

27,82,293.00

Profit / (Loss) before tax

-2,28,009.00

2,29,739.00

Less: Taxation

1,011.00

64,568.00

Profit / (Loss) after tax

-2,29,029.00

1,65,171.00

Earnings / (Loss) per share
(in Rupees)

-22.90

16.52

registered office

Flat 105, 8 Sultan Alam Road
Calcutta 700033, India
contact

www.picklefactory.in

Home for Dance, December 2021, Calcutta, Goethe - Institut,
Max-Mueller Bhavan Kolkata, Images: Kunal Chakraborty

Sukanya Ghosh
design:

Follow us on
Facebook /picklefactoryindia
Instagram @picklefactoryindia
Twitter @picklefactoryin
email

contact.picklefactory@gmail.com

www.picklefactory.in

